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SECTION 1 — INTRODUCTION
This document describes the averages taken over full orbit data spans of
the pitch and roll residual measurement errors of the two Conical Earth
Sensc a operating on the Landsat-4 spacecraft. The variability of these
full orbit averages over representative days throughout the year is
analyzed. The full orbit averages demonstrate the long term stability of
the sensor measurements. In general, the orbit period systematic effects
will average out over the orbits and the remaining variability of the full
orbit averages represents a very low frequency noise. There is interest
in the variability of these full orbit averages because consideration is
being given to design of a system which uses the full orbit averages in an
onboard processor in combination with gyro data for spacecraft control.
The data analyzed consists of 23 segments of sensor measurements made at 2
to 4 week intervals from August 1982 to August 1983.
	
Each segment is
roughly 24 hours in length. The variation of full orbit average as a
function of orbit within a day and as a function of day of year is
examined. The dependence on day of year is based on assoc?..sting the start
date of each segment with the mean full orbit average for the segment. In
addition, the peak—to—peak and standard deviation values of the averages







SECTION 2 - DATA PROCESSING PROCEDURES AND ACCURACY
The full orbit averages were computed on data tapes containing preaveraged
data, where 128 individual observations at 0.128 second Intervals were
averaged to represent the mayor frame Interval. Discussion and plots of
the original and the preaveraged data is presented in Reference 1. In the
absence of data gaps, an orbit is represented by 362 or 363 frames at
16.384 second intervals. In general, however, gaps of varying lengths
occur frequently.
The position in the orbit where data gaps occur can bias the orbit average
depending on whether the gap occurs at maximum or minimum data values.
For this reason, the residuals (observed-predicted) rather than the vaw
measurements, were selected for the present study. The predicted data
takes into account the effects due to reference attitude changes,
spacecraft orbit, and Earth oblateness. Raw pitch and roll exhibit
significantly more variation than the corresponding residuals. This
variation is largely due to earth oblateness and orbit effects present in
the sensor measurements. These effects are effectively removed from the
residuals and consequentl y, the presence of data gaps may bias the full
orbit averages of the residuals significantly less than the averages of
the raw uncorrected pitch and roll measurements.
i
Data gap length varies greatly. The number of points per orbit ranges
from 1 to 363. In order not to include orbits with large data gaps in the
averaging, only orbits with at least 350 points were used. Under this
restriction, the number of usable orbits per 24 hour segment varies from 6
,
f,
to 17. A calculation of the worst case effects due to data gaps shows
that this selection criterion can introduce a maximum error of about 0.01
degree with a more likely error of less than 0.002 degree. This
calculation is described as follows. Assume a complete orbit to contain
363 points let X be the full orbit average for an orbit containing N
points, where N < 363. Therefore, the orbit has a data gap of 363—N
points. Assume that the missing points are all equal to the average X
plus some constant offset D. Then a measure of the error introduced by
the missing points is given by.
Error =	 NX + ( 363 — N) (X + D)
H
363
This can be simplified to.
Error = ( 363 - N) D
363
If N is 350 and the offset D is equal to the maximum observed pitch or
1
roll residual, about 0 .36 degree, the error is roughly 0,01 degree. A
more typical estimate of the error introduced is obtained by letting D be




value. This is about 0.06 degrees, giving an error of about 0.002
degrees„ Also from the above formula if the number of points missing is	
i
fewer, the maximum error is reduced proportionally.
^'	 ^	 r
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SECTION 3 - FULL ORBIT DATA AVERAGES RESULTS
Complete sets of plots of pitch and roll residual as a function of orbit
phase for both sensors are provided in Appendices A through D. Each
segment 1s plotted in a serial stacked format, that is, the data is
organized vertically by orbit. This plotting format is used as It
provides a clear presentation of orbit to orbit trends and indicates the
location and extent of data gaps.	 Moreover, individual orbit
peculiarities, such as sun and moon interference, are readily recognized.
These plots were prepared to aid in understanding any peculiarities in the
behavior of the full orbit averages. Immediately following each plot,
statistical information for each orbit is presented. At the end of each
-	 appendix, a table summarizing the.statistical information for each of the
23 segments is provided. This table includes the mean, peak-to-peak
variation and standard deviation of the full orbit averages for each
segment. The number of usable orbits per segment (orbits of at least 350
points with 363 being the maximum) is also indicated.
3.1 DAILY VARIATION OF FULL-ORBIT AVERAGES
Figures 1 through 4 show full orbit average pitch and roll residual as a
function of orbit on four dates for which successive orbits are well
represented over a period of 24 hours. Generally, the orbit coverage per
day is far less complete, as can be seen from the plots presented in the
appendices. The vertical scale is in degrees and horizontal bars indicate
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there appears to be no evidence of systematic variation of full orbit
average pitch or roll residuals over the course of one day.
The variation of the full orbit averages from orbit to orbit i.s Larger
than one would expect if the only error source were simply white noise,
i.e., independent random errors from one observation to the next. The
expected standard deviations of averaged white noise is given by the
standard deviation of the raw observations divided by the square root of
the number of observations. Reference 1 provides standard deviations of
the 128 point averaged data of about 0.02 0 and 0.01 0 in the width and
phase channels respectively. This yeilds estimates of about 0.001 0 to
0.00050 for the standard deviation of the orbit averages if the 128 point
averaged observations were corrupted by white noise alone. The actual
standard deviations of the averaged orbits is around 0.01 degrees,
Lndicating that lower frequency error sources are contributing to the
variation of the orbit averages.
3.2 VARIATION OF FULL ORBIT AVERAGES OVER YEAR
The variation of mean, peak-to-peak and standard deviation of full orbit
1
average pitch and roil residual as a function of day of year is shown
graphically in Figures 5 through 7, respectively. The data represented in
these figures is contained in the statistical tables found at the end of
each of the four appendices. Note that the time axis runs from the date 	 V

































Figure S. mean Full Orbit Averages Versus Days Since Launch
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The full orbit averages of both pitch and roll residual show only slight 	 (^
variation over the months January through July 1983 (Figure 5). 1b wavero
with the exception of sensor 1 roll residual, the full orbit average
residuals exhibit significant variation over the months September through	 r
December.
There is some evidence of a correlation between the orbit averages in the
two pitch channels, particularly in the 1982 data, The correlation also
appears in the peak-to -peak and standard deviations of the averages for
those days. This could indicate that the orbit average variability is due
to instability in the reference attitudes for pitch, because there is
little reason to expect this correlation between toe sensor 1 Earth width
measurement and sensor 2 Earth phase measurement, without additional
correlation in the other channels. There is no indication of a similar
correlation in roll. The full orbit average pitch variations may result
from some of the early mission problems with the reference attitudes
(Reference 2)•
The most significant feature in the daily variability of the orbit 	 \
averages is the rather large peak-to-peak and standard deviations of the
orbit ,— erages found in the 1982 days in the sensor 2 roll measurement.
This cannot be a problem with the reference attitudes because it does not
show up in the sensor 1 roll measurement. This orbit to orbit variability
shows up clearly in the data plots, and has been noted elsewhere
(Reference 3). A reason for this variability, and its disappearance in




rIn general, the peak-to-pea:; and standard deviation, like the orbit
averages themselves, show more variability in the early part of the
mission.
While moon interference in the field of view of the sensors is clearly
- apparent in the plots of the December 1 segment (Appendices A through D),
it may not be of significance for the full orbit averages. Notice in
Figure 5 that full orbit average pitch residual for sensor 2 is at a
yearly peak for the December 1 segment, However, as can be seen from, the
plot of this segment (Figure 8-8), the effect of moon interference would
be to decrease rather than increase full orbit average. Similarly, from
the corresponding plot of roll residual for this segment (Figure D-8), the
effect of moon interference would be to produce increases in full orbit
averages rather than the decreases observed in Figure 5. Moreover, July
26 data also shows moon interference, but does not show a similar effect
on the orbit averages. Note that the full orbit roll residual for sensor
2 is at a yearly minimum for the December 16th segment, a data span where
no moon interference is present.
Relative large peak-to-peak spreads and standard deviations for sensor 1
during January through March may have been caused by the regular
occurrence of sun interference in the scanner field of view. See for
example, the plots of the January 19, February 2 and March 3 segments
(Figures A-11 to A-13 and C-11 to C-13, respectively).
Since the data for the months of September through December, 1983 is not
yet available, it is unclear whether the observed variation of the full
I'
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1orbit averageA during these months reflects actual seasonal effects or is
an artefact of early flight data peculiarities. Table 1 provides a
comparison of the average values of mean full orbit average, peak-to-peak
and standard deviation for all 23 segments, for the 1982 segments only and















































































































































































































































































































































































This appendix contains plots and statistics for sensor 1 pitch
residual versus orbit phase from the ascending node for all orbits in 23
data segments. The 23 segments are presented in sequence from the
earliest segment to the most recent. Figures A-1 through A-23 provide
plots and Tables A-1 through A-23 provide tables of statistics computed
by orbit for each segment. Tables A-1 through A-23 are organized
vertically by orbit number and horizontally into the following six
`	 columns:









(2) (X,Y,REC) AT MIN X/Y:	 Provides the coordinates — orbit phase (X),
residual value (Y), and record number (REC)
at which the minimum values occur. The
upper line gives the minimum orbit phase (X)
coordinates and the lower line gives the
minimum residual value (Y) coordinates for
each orbit.
(3) (X,Y,REC) AT MAX X/Y:	 Same as (2) except maximum rather than
minimum values
(4) MEAN Y:	 Full-orbit average of pitch residual.
(5) Y-RMS/STDV: For each orbit, the upper value is the root
mean square of pitch residual and the lower
value, the standard deviation.
(6) POINTS:	 The number of points contained in each orbit.
L
Table A-24 provides mean, peak-to-peak and standard deviation of full
Corbit average pitch residual for each segment. Note that only orbits with
at least 350 data points were used in compiling these statistics for each























SENSOR 1 PITCH RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORIZONTAL BARS MARK 0.2 DEGREES
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SENSOR 1 PITCH RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HOR12ONTSL BARS MARK 0.2 BEGR ES
THE SEPARATION BE TWEEN BARS 1 0.16 DEGREES
DATA START TIME 0$0908.043319559
END TIME,820909.051848519
35U.uuu
FIGURE A-2, Sensor One Pitch Residuals for Consecutive Orbits
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SENSOR 1 PITCH RESIOUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORIZONTAL BARS MARK 0.2 OEOREE6
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SENSOR 1 PITCH RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HOMONTAL BARS MARK 0.2 DEGREES
THE SEPARATION BETWEEN BRAS 16 0.15 DEGREES
DATA START TME:821005.153123435
END TIHE:621006.164427194
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DATA START TIHE:621201.0028S6720
END TIRE:621202.031150860
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MARK 0.2-OEOREES
THE SEPARATION BETWEEN BARS 16 0.15 DEGREES
DATA START TIME:621214.122607064
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SENSOR 1 PITCH RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORIZONTAL BARS MARK 0.2 DEGREES
THE SEPARATION BETNEEN BARS 16 0.15 DEGREES
DATA START TIME M0119.063600627
ENO TIME M0120.120626114
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SENSOR I PITCH RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORIZONTAL BRAS MARK 0.2 DEGREES
THE SEPARATION BETWEEN BARS IS 0.15 DEGREES





FIGURE A-12, Sensor One Pitch Residuals for Consecutive Orbits
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SENSOR 1 PITCH RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
NOMONTAL BARS MARK 0.2 OEGREES






f=FIGURE A-13, Sensor One Pitch Residuals for Consecutive Orbits
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SENSOR 1 PITCH RESIDUAL VERSUS 08611 PHASE
HORIZONTAL BARS MARK 0.2 DEGREES
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SENSOR I PITCH RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORITONTAL OARS Pp^RRR 0.2 DEGREES
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SENSOR I PITC" RESIDUAL VERBUS ORBIT P"ASE
HORIYONTHL BARE MARK 0.2 DEGREES
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SENSOR 1 PITCH RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORIZONTAL BRRS nAR11 0.2 DEGREES
THE SEPARATION BETWEEN BARS 15 0.15 DEGREES
DATA START TIHE:830523.004000365
ENO TINE:830524.042404476
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SENSOR I PITCH RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORIZONTAL BARS MRRH 0.2 DEGREES
THE SEPARATION BETWEEN dRRS 16 0.15 DEGREES
ORTA START. TIME :830606.002351736
ENO TIME :830607 .02SSSS216
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SENSOR 1 PITCH RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORIZONTAL BARS MARK 0..2 DEGREES
THE SEPARATION BETWEEN BARS IS 0.15 DEGREES
DATA START TIMEsB30621.225929155
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SENSOR T PITCH RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORIZONTAL BARS MARK 0.2 DEGREES




FIGURE A-21, Sensor One Pitch Residuals for Consecutive Orbits
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Tht.r appendix contains plots and statistics for sensor 2 pitch
residual versus orbit phase from the ascending node for all orbits in 23
data segments. The 23 segments are presented in sequence from the
earliest segment to the most recent. Figures B-1 through B-23 provide
plots and Tables B-1 through B-23 provide tables of statistics computed by
orbit for each segment. Tables B-1 through B-23 are oi , ganized vertically







(1) (X,YpREC) AT MAX X/Yd









Provides the coordinates -- orbit phase (X),
residual value (Y), and record number (REC)
at which the minimum values occur. The
upper line gives the minimum orbit phase (X)
coordinates and the lower line gives the
minimum residual value (Y) coordinates for
each orbit.
Same as (2) except maximum rather than
minimum values
Full-orbit average of pitch residual.
For each orbit, the upper value is the root
mean square of pitch residual and the lower
value, the standard deviation.
(1) ORBIT TIME START/END:





	 The number of points contained in each orbit.
L
Table B-24 Provides mean, peak-to-peak and standard deviation of full
orbit average pitch residual for each segment. Note that only orbits with
at least 350 data points were. used in compiling these statistics for each



























SENSOR 2 PITCH RE61OURL.VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORIZONTAL BARS MARK 0.0 OEOREES
THE SEPARATION BETWEEN BARS IS 0.15 DEGREES
DATA START TIME:820810.215426522
END TIME:820811.203329690
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90.000	 180.000	 270.000	 360.000
ORBPHR
SENSOR 2 PITCH RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORIZONTAL BARS MARK 0.0 DEGREES
THE SEPARATION BETWEEN BARS 15 0.15 DEGREES
DATA START TIME M0908.043319559
ENO TIME :820909.051848919
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ORSPHA - -	 --
SENSOR 2 PITCH RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORIZONTAL BARS MARK 0.0 DEGREES
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SENSOR 2 PITCH RE61OURL VERSUS ORBIT PNRSE
HOMONTRL BARS ARRN 0 .0 DEGREES
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SENSOR 2 PITCH RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORIZONTAL BARS MARN 0.0 DEGREES
THE SEPARATION. BETWEEN BARS IS O.IS DEGREES
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SENSOR 2 PITCH RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORIZONTAL BARS MARK 0.0 DEGREES
THE SEPARATION BETWEEN BARS 16 0.15 DEGREES
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SENSOR 2 PITCH RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORIZONTAL BARS MARK 0.0 DEGREES
THE SEPARATION BETWEEN BARS IS 0.15 DEGREES
DATA START TIRE 000202.032425071
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SENSOR 2 PITCH RE61OURL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORIZONTAL BARS HARK 0.0 OEGREES
THE SEPARATION BETWEEN BARS IS 0.15 DEGREES
DATA START TIME:630621.226929156
ENO TIHE:630623.012243667
FIGURE B-20. Sensor Two Pitch Residuals for Consecutive Orbits
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SENSOR 2 PITCH RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
MORIYONTAL BARS MARK 0.0 OEGREES
THE SEPARATION BETWEEN BARS 16 0.15 DEGREES
DATA START TIME:830726.004016064
ENO TI"E:030727.061244608
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SENSOR 2 PITCH RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORIZONTAL BARS MRR" 0.0 DEGREES
THE SEPARATION BETWEEN OARS 16O . t5 DEGREES
DATA START TIME:630806.t34523196
END TIME :830807 . 174517564
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This appendix contains plots and statistics for sensor 9 roll
residual versus orbit phase from the aso:mding node for all orbits in 23
data segments. The 23 segments are presented in sequence from the
earliest segment to the most recent. Figures C-1 through C-23 provide
plots and Tables C-1 through C-23 provide tables of statistics computed by
orbit for each segment. Tables C-1 through C-23 are organized vertically
by orbit number and horizontally into the following six columns.
(1) ORBIT TIME START/END:









(2) (X,Y,REC) AT MIN X/Y. Provides the coordinates -- orbit phase (X),
residual value (Y), and record number (REC)
— at which the minimum values occur.. The
upper line gives the minimum orbit phase (X)
coordinates and the lower line gives the
minimum residual value (Y) coordinates for
each orbit.
(3) (X,Y,REC) AT MAX X/Y.	 Same as (2) except maximum rather than
minimum values
(4) MEAN Y.	 Full-orbit average of roll residual.
(5) Y-RMS/STDV. For- each-.orbit,_the_upper..-yylur + the root
mean square of roll residual and the lower
value, the standard deviation.
(6) POINTS.	 The number of points contained in each orbit.
Table C-24 provides mean, peak-to-peak and standard deviation of full
orbit average roll residual for each segment. Note that only orbits with
at least 350 data points were used in compiling these statistics for each
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SENSOR 1 ROLL RE61DURL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
MOR12ONTAL BARS MARK -0.25 DEGREES
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SENSOR 1 ROLL RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORIZONTAL BARS MARK -0.25 DEGREES
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80.000	 160:000-`	 `179.60o	 960:000
DRUM
SENSOR t ROLL RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PROSE
NOR12ONTAL BARB MARK - 0.25 DEGREES
THE SEPARATION BETWEEN BAR6 IS 0.15 DEGREES
DATA STARTTIME:621005.163123436
END TIME:021006.164427184
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FIGURE C-10. Sensor One Roll Residuals for Consecutive Orbits
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FIGURE C-17. Sensor One Roll Residuals for Consecutive Orbits
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FIGURE C-13. Sensor One Roll Residuals for Consecvtive Orbits
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This appendix contains plots and statistics for sensor 2 roll
residual ver-;us orbit phase from the ascending node for all orbits in 23
data segments, The 23 segments are presented in sequence from the
earliest segment to the most recent. Figures D-1 through D-23 provide
plots and Tables D-1 through D-23 provide tables of statistics computed
by orbit for each segment. Tables D-1 through D-23 are organized
vertically by orbit number and horizontally into the following six
columns:
(1) ORBIT TIME START/END:









(2) (X,Y,REC) AT MIN X/Y: Provides the coordinates — orbit phase (X),
residual value (Y), and record number (REC)
-- at which the minimum values occur. The
upper line gives the minimum orbit phase (X)
coordinates and the lower line gives the
minimum residual value (Y) coordinates for
each orbit.
(3) (X,Y,REC) AT MAX X/Y:	 Same as (2) except maximum rather than
minimum values
(4) MEAN Y:	 Full-orbit average of roll residual.
(5) Y-RMS/STDV:	 For each orbit, the u ' 	
._
pper value is the root
mean square of roll residual and the lower
value, the standard deviation.
(6) POINTS:	 The number of points contained in each orbit.
Table D-24 provides mean, peak-to-peak and standard deviation of full
orbit average roll residual for each segment. Note that only orbits with
f	 at least 350 data points were used in compiling these statistics for each
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SENSOR 2 ROLL RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORIZONTAL BARS MARK 0.0 DEGREES
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HORIZONTAL BARB nARn 0.0 DEGREES
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FIGURE D-B. Sensor Two Roll Residuals for Consecutive Orbits
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FIGURE D-9. Sensor Two Roll Residuals for Consecutive orbits
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FIGURE D-16. Sensor Two Roll Residuals for Consecutive Orbits
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SENSOR 2 ROLL RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORIZONTAL BARS MARK 0.0 DEGREES
THE SEPARATION BETMEEN BARS IS 0.15 DEGREES
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ORBPMA
SENSOR 2 ROLL RESIDURL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORIZONTAL BARS HARM 0.0 DEGREES
THE SEPARATION BETWEEN BRRS 1.6 O.TS DEGREES
DATA START TIME:630523.004000365
ENO TIME:830524.042404416
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SENSOR 2 ROLL RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORIZONTAL BARS MARK 0.0 DEGREES
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SENSOR 2 ROLL RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PYASE
HORIZONTRL BARS NRRR 0.0 DEGREES
THE SEPARATION BETWEEN BARS 16 0.15 DEOREE6
DATA START TINEs830621.226929155
END TJHEs830623.012243687
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80.000	 180.000	 270.000	 360.000
ORSPMA
SENSOR 2 ROLL RESIDUAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
HORIZONTAL BARS MARK 0.0 DEGREES
THE SEPARATION BETWEEN BARS 16 O.1S DEGREES
DATA START TIME:830706.1S4825062
ENO TIME:830707.182940038
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HOP„ZONTAL BARS MARK 0.0 DEGI.JS
THE SEPARATION BETWEEN BARS 16 O-IS DEGREES
DATA START TIME:830726.004016064
ENO idME:030727.061244608
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SENSOR 2 ROLL RE810UAL VERSUS ORBIT PHASE
MOR120NTAL BARS MARK 0.0 OEGREES
THE SEPARATION BETWEEN BRR6 IS 0.15 DEGREES
DATA START TIMEe830906.134523196
ENO TIME:830807.174517564
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